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Avg Return of 25-50% per acquisition

15 Years Experience Manages a Portfolio of Websites 

7 Figure Avg Revenue Over 60% margins



Verticals include: Finance, 
Pets, Real Estate, Tech, 

Entertainment +

Locate M&A Opportunities 
through a robust set of 

networks - private deals 
and public marketplaces

Target size: $50,000 - $1MM Turnaround time from 
sourcing to acquisition 

is usually < 30 days 

Sector coverage includes: 
Content based sites, 

Amazon FBA businesses, 
Affiliate Sites, Newsletters, 

potentially more



These valuations have existed for over a decade

Average deal size ranges from 2x-4x annual earnings

E.g. Site for $100,000 produces $25-$35,000 in annual cash flow 



Some sites require 
less than an hour per 

week to maintain

No physical 
inventory - all digital

Low Server Costs - E.g. 
$1200 can cover over 5 

million visits (which could 
equate to $150K or more 

per month in revenue)

Returns are 
considerably higher

Maintenance is minimal -
domain fee, cost of 

content, potential plugins, 
memberships, software



Algorithmic changes in Google affecting 
traffic - losses of 20-50% in traffic can 
occur overnight on any given property

Server Outages - most servers have 99.9% uptime

Risk is greatly reduced with proper 
diversification of multiple assets 

Traffic Sources can fluctuate depending on platform - e.g. Facebook Reach Decrease, Pinterest updates, Instagram Updates, etc. etc.

New technology disruptions



The Following 3 Brands are part of or were part of Uncoached Corp:



All cash deal - 14-21 days start to finish once agreement was signed

Entertainment site purchased in 2012 for $50,000 

Grew the site to 3 MM visits per month

Averaged Between $300-$500,000 Yearly revenue between 2015-2022

Site Sold in August 2022 for $900,000 at 3.25X valuation 



Cost to Maintain - $2500-$3000/month content costs 

Finance/Lifestyle site started from scratch in 2016

Grew to 2 million monthly visitors by 2020

Peak revenue was over $600,000 in 2021

Currently averages $450,000 Annual Revenue

Still Owned by Uncoached Corp



Still owned by Uncoached Corp

Chaospin.com is a music website acquired in 2021 for $40,000

At the time of purchase, website averaged 1000 visits per day and $800 a 
month in revenue

Currently averages 5000 visits per day and over $3000 a month in revenue

Cost to maintain is $450/month for content 



nat@uncoached.com


